
Space shuttle br
back down to ea
By The Associated Press
CLEMSON Physics Professor Peter McNulty of

Clemson University will finally get a look at his radiationexperiment nearly six years after it was sent into
space aboard the Long Duration Exposure Facility
satellite.

McNulty's experiment and others on the satellite, a

10.5-ton laboratory the size of a bus, landed with the
shuttle Columbia on Saturday.
"We've been told to expect damage to our experiment,"including a coating of ash, the head of the

physics department said. The satellite remained in orbitin "a fairly hostile environment" longer than expected,McNulty said.
McNulty said he expects to bring the experiment to

Clemson about the first of March. "Our experiment is
one of a number looking at ionizing radiation and its
effect on materials."

Ionizing radiation rips electrons loose and breaks
bonds, causing chemical changes in materials, he said.
An example would be radiation in a nuclear plant.
Non-ionizing radiation, such as microwaves, heats materialbut does not cause chemical changes.
'The idea (behind the experiment) is we would developtechniques to measure the damage from space

radiation," he said. "One of our long-term goals is to
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eludes plastic or glass microspheres ranging in
from 1 micron to 25 microns. Approximately 400,
microns equals an inch.
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